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was made by Crittenden et al. ' using known reso-
nances in the mp system and their Regge recur-
rences up to 1860 MeV. The curve in Fig. 3 is the
result of calculation at 2.28 GeV/c using the model
of Ref. 6. The curve is not normalized to our data
and the agreement is excellent.
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We have studied the broad KmT( mass enhancements at 1300 MeV in the reactions K+p
-pK+7t 7t+ and pK n 7f' at 12 GeV/c. Our data were obtained from a 600000-picture expo-
sure of the SLAC 82-in. hydrogen bubble chamber (which corresponds to a path length of
35 events/pb). We observe a two-peak substructure in the K n 7f+ mass spectrum at 1260
and 1420 MeV. Our estimated contribution of the KN(1420) accounts for only about half of
the 1420-MeV peak (a discrepancy of about 2.4 standard deviations). The K+7| m+ mass
spectrum has a different shape. Further, assuming the Ken system to be 8 wave 1+ Kz(890)n
and p(765)K, we have fitted separately the K+m w+ and the K n 7f+ Dalitz plots. We obtain
inconsistent fits. This inconsistency and the differences in the Kmm mass spectra could be
explained by an additional contribution of an I=O S-wave 7rm state in K+~ n+. The Kmm angu-
lar decay distributions imply the dominance of the spin-parity state 1 with M, =O along the
incident beam direction. However, there are other J+ states and states with M~& 0. The
1260-MeV Ken mass region is produced more peripherally than the 1420-MeV region.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose and Scope

The Kmw 1.3-GeV mass region, the Q, has been
extensively studied. ' '9 (See Ref. 1 for a compila-
tion. ) Despite this effort, questions of the exis-

tence and/or nature of Q substructure remain un-
settled. Interest in Q substructure is due in part
to the possible assignments of two resonances to
SU(3) nonets with J c = 1". In the hope of obtain-
ing additional results regarding Q substructure,
we analyze the 12-GeV/c K'p reactions:
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(1) K'p-pK'w w',

(2) K'p- pK'w'w', K'- w w',

(3) K'p-nK'w'w', K -w w,
(4) K+p-pK w', K —w w',

30 163 events,
6431 events,
1279 events,
1900 events.

The data are from 600000 pictures of the SLAC
82-in. hydrogen bubble chamber exposed to an rf-
separated 12-GeV/c K' beam. " For reactions (1)
and (2}we select events with M(Kww} & 1.5 GeV.
Reaction (3) is analyzed to corroborate the Q iso-
spin assignment of —,'. Reaction (4) is used to de-
termine the K„(1420)contributions to reactions
(1) and (2).

We conclude our introduction with a brief synop-
sis of the existing Q data and a summary of our
results. In Sec. II we discuss the data reduction
and emphasize the problem of K+z' ambiguity in
reaction (1). Section III deals first with the Kww

mass spectra, secondly with the failure of the
K„(1420) to account fully for our observed K'w'w'

mass structure, and thirdly with detailed studies,
including Dalitz-plot fits. In Sec. IV we summa-
rize our results and compare them with three
similar experiments.

B. Brief Synopsis of Existing Q Data

The existing Q data are derived from two basic
sets of experiments: first, those which observe a
diffractive Kmm enhancement in a reaction of the
kind KT-KmwT, where T is some target; and
secondly, those which observe a Kmm enhancement
in nondiffractive reactions. The first experiments
agree generally that (1) the Q is a broad Kww en-
hancement peripherally produced, (2} the Q de-
cays predominately into Kr(890) w but also into
p(765)K, (3) the Q has isospin —,', and (4) the Q has
spin-parity 1' favored, but with 2 still possible.
These same experiments differ in their conclu-
sions regarding Q structure. Several report two
or more resonances in the Q region. '" Some
report structure with a 1420-MeV peak accounted
for by the K„(1420)."" In contrast, other ex-
periments report that the K„(1420) fails to account
fully for their observed 1420-MeV peak. ' " In
contrast to a resonant interpretation, several ex-
periments obtain reasonable fits to their data by
Deck or double-Regge-pole models, e.g. , diffrac-
tive dissociation of the beam into K~(890)w with
the z then elastically scattering off the tar-
get." """ [Usually the K„(890)w mass spec-
trum is the least well fitted kinematic variable. ]
Because of duality, the resonant and Deck descrip-
tions may be theoretically compatible. " At the
1970 Philadelphia Conference, Firestone reviewed
the K'p experiments from 2.15 to 13 GeV/c. " By
fitting the Kgp mass distributions, he concluded
that a simple Breit-Wigner shape does not fit the

We find evidence for a two-peak K'm'p' mass
spectrum (see Fig. 1}. The low-Q peak, which
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FIG. 1. The K7)x mass spectra with no cuts for K+p
-pK+~ ~+ and pK x m+. The shaded areas are the esti-
mated K~(1420) contributions of 360 and 140 events in
K+~ ~+ and K'~'~+

~

Q peak, but that two Breit-Wigner shapes do give
reasonable fits at all energies.

Besides the above diffractive experiments, there
are some nondiffractive experiments with either a
p or g beam. ' Most significant among these is
that of Astier et aI, . who find evidence in pp
—KKmm for a Kmm resonance, the C meson, with
a mass and width of 1242',0 MeV and 127'» MeV.
The C-meson branching ratios into K„(890}wand

p(765)K are (0.25 +0.1) and (0.75 +0.1). They as-
sign to the C meson the quantum numbers J

Crennell et al. ' find evidence for produc-
tion of two Ken enhancements in n p-AKmm at 6
GeV/c: one at about 1440 MeV, which they asso-
ciate with the Kw(1420); and the other at about
1300 MeV. They favor a resonant interpretation
for the 1300-MeV enhancement and assign it a
narrow width of about 60 MeV, an isospin of —,',
and decay modes into both Kr(890) and p(765}K.

In summary, the diffractive experiments have
generally broad Kmm enhancements, either with or
without substructure. The relatively narrow en-
hancements seen by Astier et aI, . and Crennell et
al. complicate the interpretation of the diffractive
Q data.

C. Results
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we shall label Q~, is centered at about 1260 MeV
with a full-width of about 120 MeV, and the high-

Q peak, which we shall label Q~, is centered at
about 1420 MeV with a full-width of about 80 MeV.
These values are quite dependent upon the as-
sumed background. Using the known K„(1420)
branching ratios and the amount of K„(1420)
-K w' determined for reaction (4), we calculate
the K„(1420) contributions to the Kvv mass spec-
tra (see the shaded areas of Fig. 1). The K„(1420}
accounts only for about half of the observed
K'm'g' peak at 1420 MeV. The K'z g' spectrum
has a shape different from that of K p'p'. The
differences in the Kmm mass spectra may be ex-
plained by a contribution to the Q of e(700)K,
e(700)- v w', where by e(700) we mean only an
isospin-0 S-wave nm state and not necessarily a
resonance. The e(700)K can contribute to K'v v',
but not to K p g'. The ratio of the number of
K w g' to K'g g' events gives added support for
an e(700)K mode. For pure e(700)K, p(765)K, and

K~(890)v, this ratio would be 0, 2, and 1, respec-
tively. Despite the presence of significant p(765)K
in our data, the ratio is unity within errors (6/p)
for four Q mass subdivisions. This result is sim-
ilar to that obtained by Alexander et al ."who
originally suggested the possible contribution of
the e(700)K.

Our Q decay-plane-normal distributions and the
Q-K(890)v, K~(890)-K'v two-body angular de-
cay distributions imply that J = 1' is favored.
However, we can exclude neither J =0 nor 2 .
With the assumption that the Q is in a J = 1'
state, an analysis of the Q-Kv(890)v, K~(890)
—K'm two-body angular decay distributions indi-
cates that the Q-K„(890)v decay is predominant-
ly S wave with zero spin projection along the
beam, N, =0. However, the Q has significant
non-S-wave 1' components and significant compo-
nents with M, c0.

We determine the Q decay modes by fitting sep-
arately the K'z m' and K'm'z' Dalitz plots to S
wave 1' K~(890)v and p(765)K for four Kvv mass
subdivisions. We perform both incoherent and
partially coherent fits. Interference effects are

important. The fraction of p(765)Kin K v'v'
ranges between 0.24 +0.06 and 0.37+0.05 for dif-
ferent Kmw mass regions. Using the K'w'm' fitted
results and assuming pure S wave 1', we estimate
that the e(700)K contribution in K'w w' consists of
a fraction ranging from 0.03 + 0.08 to 0.22 + 0.06,
the lower values applying to low Kmm masses and
the higher to the 1420-MeV region.

II. DATA REDUCTION

A. Scanning and Measuring

All pictures were at least twice-scanned and
10/p of the film was thrice-scanned. " Reaction
(1) corresponds to a four-prong topology. Reac-
tions (2) through (4) correspond to a vee-two-
prong topology. We use the Derenzo-Hildebrand
method to calculate scan efficiencies. " (For our
experiment this method yields slightly smaller
values than the traditional Geiger-Werner meth-
od. ) The first-scan four-prong and vee-two-prong
efficiencies are 0.97 and 0.90." With exclusion of
nonbeam events and measurer rejects of invalid
events, a total of about 189000 four prongs and
38000 vee-two prongs were measured with the
Spiral Reader. The LBL Group A programs—
POOH, TVGP, and sQUAW- were used in the data
reduction. Failing events were measured a second
time, and of the twice-failing events, half were
measured a third time. " The measuring and scan-
ning results are summarized in Table I.

B. Path Length

Three methods are used in calculating the path
length. " They use, respectively: (1) the number
of T decays, (2) the number and length of beam
tracks, and (3) the total number of events normal-
ized to the known total cross section. These three
methods give for the path length, respectively,
34.7+0.9, 35.2+0.6, and 34.0+1.2 events/pb.
The weighted average is 34.9 +0.5 events/pb.
(Small correlations are neglected. } The weighted
average has a g' of 0.8 for 2 degrees of freedom.
Despite this good agreement we use as our final

TABLE I. Summary of data reduction.

Four-prongs Vee two-prongs

No. of events
First-scan efficiency
Double-scan efficiency
First-measurement efficiency
Net measurement efficiency '

189 000
0.97
1.00
0.738 + 0.008
0.897 + 0.013

38 000
0.91
0.99
0.67 + 0.02

0.846+ 0.026

' The fraction of events passing, after at least two measurements of all failing events and three measurements for
half of the twice-failing events.
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answer 34.9+1.0 events/pb, because of possible
systematic errors in our results. Table II is a
summary of the cross sections for reactions (1)
through (4) calculated using the efficiencies and

path length in Table I.

C. Fit Ambiguities

l. Einal State pK'm m'

All successfully measured four-prong events are
fitted to the final-state hypotheses: (a) pK'w w',

(b) pK+K K', and (c) pK'pp. The best fit is de-
fined as the fit with the minimum sum of kinemat-
ic XE' and bubble-density XBD XBD is calculated
using the pulse-height information of Spiral Reader
measurements. " In addition, a fit is required to
have a X~' corresponding to a confidence level
greater than 10 '.

Best fits to pK'w w' have a 26% ambiguity in-
cluding permutations of the track identities. For
our study of the Q region we selected events with

M(Kww) &1.5 GeV and M(pw') &1.5 GeV. The pw'

mass cut removes events with a A"(1236) present.
With these selections, best fits to PK'm n' have a
40% permutation ambiguity, a 3% ambiguity with
pK'K K', and a 4% ambiguity with pK'pp (see
Table III). We proceed to discuss each of these
ambiguities in detail. Since the Q is produced
peripherally, the outgoing proton is easily identi-
fied; but interchanging the K' and m+ identifica-
tions results only in a slight change of the energy
balance when the K' and n' have nearly the same
lab momentum. Likewise, since the K' and w'

are usually both minimum ionizing, there is little
difference in the g~D for permutation ambiguities.

To estimate the fraction and effects of having
the wrong permutation fit best, we generate two
Monte Carlo samples of track measurements and
then process them as actual measurements. "
The first Monte Carlo sample corresponds to a

TABLE D. Cross sections for 12-GeV/c K+p.

Reaction No. of events
Cross section

(pb)

(1) K+p —PE+ x-~+

No cuts
M(Kn. 7r) & 1.5 GeV
M(K717r) & 1.5 GeV
M(p7r ) &1.5 GeV
-tpp &1 GeV2

(2) K+p —PK'~De

No cuts
M(Kx7r) &1.5 GeV
M(Em7l. ) & 1.5 GeV
M(p7r') & 1.5 GeV
-t&& &1 GeV2

(3) K+p-nEOH~+

No cuts
MQC7r7r) & 1.5 GeV
-t~ &1 GeV2

(4) K+p pK 7T+

No cuts

30 163
8961

7687

6431
2283

1919

1279

126

1900

935 ~30
278 +9

238 +8

650 +28
231+ 11

194+9

129+6

13+1

246 +11

K'w w' resonance peripherally produced (e"ie),
and with a mass of 1300 MeV, a width of 300 MeV,
and an S-wave decay into K~(890)w. The K~(890)
decay into K m is given a cos'9 distribution with
respect to the beam. As with the data, we require
a M(Kww) &1.5 GeV and a M(pw') &1.5 GeV. Of 439
generated events, 42% have a permutation ambi-
guity. Of these ambiguities, (19+3)%have the
wrong permutation fitting best. The second Monte
Carlo sample corresponds to an analogous p(765)K
decay of the Q. Of 438 generated events, 47% have
a permutation ambiguity of which (15 a 3)% have
the wrong permutation fitting best. Therefore we
estimate that 8% of all K'w w' events in the Q
region are ambiguous with the wrong permutation

TABLE HI. Fit-ambiguity results for Q events.

A. Best fit to
PK+~-~+

Percent with second best fit to:
PK'~-~' ~ PK+K E+ PK'PP Total

Without yBD selection

With yBD selection

B. Best fit to
PE'~'~+

40%

40

Percent with second best fit to:
pEEE nK E+E+

47%

43

Total

With g selection
BD

3% 5%

The Q selection is M(Ken. ) & 1.5 GeV and M(p 7)+) & 1.5 GeV.
For PK+7l 7f+ vs PK+7r 7(+, the 40% corresponds to track permutation ambiguities.
The bubble-density X selection is that the y be less than five plus the mimimum y of all fits.

BD BD
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fitting best. In addition, we find for the two Monte
Carlo samples, respectively, that (1.6+0.6}%% and
(0.7+0.4)% of generated Q events have a wrong
permutation fit passing and the correct permuta-
tion fit failing. Thus, we estimate th'at about 10%%up

of all real K'n g' events in the Q region corre-
spond to the wrong K'w' permutation.

The K'm' misidentification produces a serious
bias in our K'z g' data for the Q. The above
Monte Carlo samples indicate that actual K„(890)w
events with K'm' misidentification result in a w m

mass peaking at about 720 MeV, and in a fairly
uniform K'm mass spectrum. Wrongly identified
p(765)K events result in a K'w mass spectrum
spread out between 780 and 1000 MeV, and in a
m 7r' mass spectrum spread out between 440 and
810 MeV. For the Kv(890)w misidentification, the
Knn mass has an average shift of +10 MeV with a
spread of +20 MeV.

Best fits to pK'z w' ambiguous with pK'K K'
or pK'pp comprise 7% of all K'w w' events in the

Q region. After examining a sample of these am-
biguities on the scan table, we decided that by a
selection upon y»', we could reduce the contami-
nation of PK'K K' and PK'PP to I%% and 2%, re-
spectively (see Table III).

2. Einajt,
' States pK'n m' and nK'm'7t'

Both final states pK'p'm' and nK m'm' corre-
spond to a vee-two-prong topology with a one-con-
straint (1C) fit at the production vertex and a 3C
fit at the vee vertex for the K'decay into n. w'.
A special study of ambiguities led to the following
selection criteria for production 1C fits: (1) no-
production 4C fit with a confidence level (C.L.)
greater than 10 ', (2) a production 1C fit with a
kinematic C.L. &10 ', and (3) lt»' less than five
plus the minimum y»' of all fits. The best fit is
chosen as the one which has the minimum sum of
kinematic and bubble-density y 's. There are no
serious ambiguities for the final state pK'm'm'.
With no cuts, 15% of all events with a best fit to
pK'~'r are ambiguous. With selection on a
M(Kww) &1.5 GeV, 9%%uc are ambiguous. These
events have a 3% ambiguity with the final-state
PK'K'(K') where one of the two K"s is undetect-
ed, and a 5%; ambiguity with nK'K'K' (see Table
III). In addition to 1C fit ambiguities, there is the
possibility of single I' events being faked, for ex-
ample, by poorly measured 2m events. To esti-
mate this type of background, we calculate the
missing mass squared for each non-(4C) event
assuming K'p- pK'w' (MM). With a further re-
striction to the events that the proton momentum
in the lab system is less than 1 GeV/c, we obtain
the missing-mass-squared distribution plotted in
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Fig. 2(a), wherein the shaded area corresponds to
events which have a best fit to the final state
pK m'z'. For a linear background under the 7r

peak, the background is less than 4% of the w' sig-
nal for events in the n' region.

The final state nKcw'w' has a 44% ambiguity be-
fore selection on Q events. With selection on a
M(Kww) &1.5 GeV, the total nK'w'w' ambiguity is
16%. The missing- mass-squared distribution for
the hypothesis K'p-K'w'w'(MM) is plotted in Fig.
2(b) for non-(4C) events with both a MM-system
momentum in the lab system less than 1 GeV/c and
a M(K w'w'} less than 1.5 GeV. The shaded area
corresponds to events with a best fit to nK'm'g'.
We have not studied these ambiguities further
since we only use the number of events to obtain
an upper limit for the Q branching ratio into
K w+w'.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss (A} the Kww mass
spectra, (B) the K„(1420) contribution to the Kww

mass spectra, (C) the recoil-proton momentum

O
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5
C'

QJ

LLI

0 ~ ~rlr

0 2

Missing mass squared (GeV )

FIG. 2. The missing-mass-squared distribution for
the hypotheses K+p —pK 7r+(MM) and K 7r+7r+(MM) in (a)
and (b}, respectively, for events with p&

b or p&g &

less
than 1 GeV/c. For (b) there is an additional selection
on M(K7r7r) &1.5 GeV. The shaded areas correspond,
respectively, to events with best fits to pK 7r+7r and
K 7r+7i+n. Figures (a) and (b) correspond to subsarnples
of, respectively, 25% and 90% of all vee two-prongs.
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transfer, (D) the decay-plane-normal distribution,
(E) the Q and Kv(890) two-body angular decay
distributions, and (F) the Kww Dalitz plots, includ-
ing our fits to them.

A. Ewe Mass Distributions
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The major evidence we have for Q substructure
is the Ken mass distributions given in Figs. 1 and
3. Figure 1 corresponds to no cuts. [The shaded
areas are the estimated K„(1420) contributions
discussed below. ] Figures 3(a) and 3(b) corre-
spond to three cuts: M(Kww) &1.5 GeV, M(pw')
&1.5 GeV, and in addition -I,pp &1 GeV'. In all
subsequent reference to Q events or Q selection
these Ihree cuts are implicit unless otheneise
sPecified The sh. aded areas of Fig. 3 and of sub-
sequent K"m w' plots correspond to best fits which
have a permutation ambiguity. The pn' mass cut
removes events with a d, "(1236)present. By ex-
amining the baryon angular-decay distributions,
we estimate that the final states pK'g w' and
pK'w'v' each have less than 2.5% of resonant pw'

remaining. " The K'n'n' mass spectra have a two-
peak substructure —which we label Q~ and Q~.
Any mass and width values assigned to the Q~ and

the Q„are very background-dependent. The Q~

peaks at a mass of about 1260 MeV with a width of
about 120 MeV, and the Q„peaks at a mass of
about 1420 MeV with a width of roughly 80 MeV.

The K'w m' mass spectrum has a different shape
from the K m m' spectrum. The effect of K'p'
misidentification, which washes out structure to
some extent, is not large enough to explain this
difference. Also, the differences in resolutions
cannot account for the different shapes of the two
spectra (see Table IV}. However, this difference
may be explained by an e(700}Kcontribution-
which is allowed for K'm m', but not for K'm'm'.

By e(700) we mean an i=0 S-wave wv state and

not necessarily a resonant state. One way an
e(700}Kcontribution could "fill in" the 1.36-GeV
mass region is an e(700}KDeck-like contribution
(which peaks in this region).

We attempt to enhance substructure in the Kmm

mass spectra by selecting on a vector meson or
on t» regions. Selection on a Kv(890) or p(765)
being present yields the Kmm mass spectra given
in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)." Figures 3(e) and 3(f)
correspond to K~(890) selection. (The shaded
areas correspond to events with a permutation
ambiguity. ) Both selections reduce the signifi-
cance in the K'm'n' mass spectrum of the dip at
1360 MeV and reduce the 1420-MeV mass region
to a flat shoulder. Thus, neither selection en-
hances Q substructure.

Selection on different t» regions enhances dif-
ferent regions of Knm mass. Selecting on either

tpp &0.1 GeV', 0.1 &- t» &0.3 GeV', or -t» &0 ~ 3
GeV', we obtain the Kmx mass distributions given
in Fig. 4. Since the minimum -t» is less than
0.006 GeV', our use of t» is practically equiva-
lent to tpp= t»- mint». Events in the 1260-MeV
region are produced more peripherally than in the
1420-MeV region.

In addition we have examined the final-state
nK'm'm' for a Q enhancement. The Q decay mode
into p(765)K is forbidden for this final state since

TABLE IV. FWHM (full width at half-maximum) reso-
lutions for K7r7t mass less than 1.5 GeV and p 7t+ mass
greater than 1.5 GeV.

50- 20-
Mass

~FTHM
(MeV)

IO I2
M ( K 7r 7r+) (Gey)

0 0 I s I

IO I 2 I 4
M (K 7r07r+) (Gey)

FIG. 3. The K'~ n+ and K 7r x+ mass spectra: (a) and
(b) for M(Pm'+) &1.5 GeV and -tpp&1 GeV; (c) and (d)
for also K~(890) or p(765); and (e) and (f) for K~(890)
(Ref. 39). The shaded areas correspond to E'+m m+ events
with a track permutation ambiguity.

K+~-~+
K+~-
71+ 7t

K'~'~+
K'~'
K'~+
7r07|+

13.0
8.6
8.0

25.6
20.0
9.4

23.7
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FIG. 5. The K7ln. mass spectrum for K+p nK 7I+7I+

for events with -t~ &1 GeV2.

4C fits to the final state PK'n' for events with a
Km mass near 1420 MeV. We fit the K'm' mass
distribution to a D-wave Breit-Wigner and a linear
background (see Fig. 6). The differential rate is
given by

—= II x Bx 1 +fwwI

0 j-L. I I i I

I.O I.2 l.4
M (K 7r 7r ) (GeV)

Q a I

I.O I.2 I.4
M(K 7r 7r )(GeV)

where N is a total normalization constant; B is a
linear background given by

FIG. 4. The K7I7( mass for Q events in K+p pK+7t 7)+

and pK'7I' 7t: (a) and (b) are for -t~ & 0.1 GeV; (c) and
(d) are for 0.1 & -t & 0.3 GeV2; (e) and (f) are for -t
)0.3 GeV .

w'7t' is a pure I= 2 state. In Fig. 5 we plot the
K'm'm' mass for events with -t~„&1 GeV'. As-
suming all Kow'w' events in the Q region (126
events) to be pure Kv(890)w, we estimate that the
I= —,

' Kv(890)w contribution to the Q is less than
about 2% of the I= 2 contribution wherein we have
corrected fro the production and decay Clebsch-
Gordan isospin coefficients. We therefore agree
with the accepted isospin Q assignment of —,'.

m m

mH mL
(2)

wherein m =-, (m~ +m„) and s is the slope of the
background. The lower and upper mass bounds
are m~ and m~. The D-wave Breit-Wigner is
given by

30
]

& & I ] & I I ) & r t
(

t & &

~

i I I (
& I

where r is the ratio of signal to signal-plus-back-
ground, m is the K7t mass, p is the K momentum
in the Kw center-of-mass system, 1"(m) is the

B. Contribution of the E&(1420)

The K„(1420) three-body decay modes contribute
to the high side of the Q mass spectra. We deter-
mine its contributions by studying the reaction
K'p-pK'w'. The amounts of K„(1420) Kww are
estimated by a two-step procedure. First, the
amount of K„(1420)-K'w' in the final-state pK'w'
is determined by a maximum-likelihood fit to the
K'w' mass spectrum. Second, the K„(1420)
branching ratios are used to calculate the amounts
in Kmw.

~~ 20

O
O

II) I 0
0'

lU

0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I.2 l.28 l.36 l.44
M (Kom+) (GeV)

I I I I I I

1.52 I.60

I. Two-Body K~(1420)

Before discussing the two-body fits, we note
that there are no serious biases in the production

FIG. 6. The K7t mass spectrum in the 1.42-GeV region
for K+p-pK07I+. The curve corresponds to a fit of the
mass and width of the K~(1420), the amount of KN(1420),
and a linear background as given in Table V.
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TABLE V. Two-body Kz(1420) fits.

A. K 7f+ mass-plot fit over the range 1200 to 1650 MeV
in 10-MeV bins

1420 mass, mR
1420 width, rR
Background slope, s
Signal to signal-plus-background ratio, r
Fit X2

Confidence level, CL

1420+10 MeV
136+30 MeV

—0.65 + 0.4
0.81+ 0.07

48.5
0.14

B. Fits of Ag» to t» plots from 0.0 to 0.4 GeV in 0.1-GeV bins
K7) mass interval A (events/GeV2) B (GeV 2) CL

(i) 1.2 to 1.35 GeV
(ii) 1.35 to 1.50 GeV
(iii) 1.50 to 1.65 GeV

43+89

22 ~5

4.0+ 1
2.3+ 0.8
2.8+ 1.4

0.51
0.31
0.44

mass-dependent width of the resonance, and m„,
p„, F„are the corresponding resonant values.
The form used for 1'(m) is

[p'/(p'+ X')]'(p/m)
R [p 2/(p 2+x2)]2(p /m )

(4)

where X equals 100 MeV." We perform a maxi-
mum-likelihood fit of m» F» s, and r to the
K w' mass spectrum from 1200 to 1650 MeV and
summarize the results in Table V. The fitted
mass distribution is given in Fig. 6. The fitted
number of K„(1420) is 243",', events. Our value
of mR, 1420~10 MeV, agrees with the Particle
Data Group's compilation value of 1408 x4 MeV. '
Our value for 1 s, 136'~0 MeV, agrees (within
errors) with the Particle Data Group's value of
107+15 MeV. If in the above fit we restrict m„
and F„ to the compiled values, we obtain 208 + 30
events for the fitted amount of K„(1420)-K'w'
instead of 243",', events. Since the error for the
latter amount includes the uncertainty in the val-
ues of m„and F» we use it in the calculations for
the amount of three-body K„(1420). Corrected for
vee detection inefficiency the number of events is
289 + 46.

ciencies of the vee two prongs and the four
prongs, the predicted amount of K„(1420)-K'w w'

is 359~77 events. These predictions are indi-
cated by the shaded areas in the uncut Ken mass
plots of Fig. 1. Assuming a linear background
under the 1420-MeV peak, we estimate 135+15
events above background in the mass range 1.36 to
1.48 GeV. In this mass range, the estimated
amount of K„(1420) is 78 + 18 so that the prediction
is about 2.4 standard deviations too small.

C. t» Distributions

The t» distributions are given in Fig. 7 for Q
events in pK'w g' and pK'w'w'. Since the mini-
mum I» is less than 0.006 GeV', g» is practical-

10000

5000 .

1000 .- '
~

500 ~ ~

4

Z. Three Body K„(1420)-
The K„(1420) contributions to Kww with no pw'

mass selection can be estimated by using the
above two-body amount and the K„(1420) branch-
ing ratios given by other experiments. For the
Kw(1420) branching ratios we use the fitted values
given by the Particle Data Group: Kw/tot =0.569
+0.040, K~(890)w/tot=0. 27+0.032, and
p(765)K/tot = 0.092 + 0.035.' The K„(1420)branch-
ing ratios and the observed amount of K„(1420)
-K w' yield a prediction of 140 +32 events for
K„(1420)-K w w'. With additional factors for the
unobserved K decays and the measurement effi-

o 100 .-

50:
R
hl

i0 .—

1
0.0

I

0.5
—tp (GeV)

1.0

FIG. 7. The t~ spectra for Q events in K+p —pK+n 7(+,
the ~ 's; and in K+p pK 7( 7r+, the L's.
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FIG. 8. The t~ spectra for Q events in K+p —pK+x m'

plotted in 0.05-GeV bins, the ~ 's; and in K+p -pE'm'~+
plotted in 0.1-GeV2 bins, the i' s. (a)-(d) correspond to
Km mass regions: (I) 1.1 to 1.2 GeV, (II) 1.2 to 1.27
GeV, (III) 1.27 to 1 ~ 36 GeV, and (IV) 1.36 to 1.46 GeV.

1,0

ly equivalent to t»- mint». In Fig. 8 are plotted
the corresponding t» spectra for our four Km~
mass regions: 1.1 to 1.2 GeV, 1.2 to 1.27 GeV,
1.27 to 1.36 GeV, and 1.36 to 1.46 GeV. ' (Note in
Fig. 8 that the pK'z m' events are plotted with a
bin size of 0.05 GeV' and the pK'm g' events with
one of 0.1 GeV'. ) The spectra have a change of
slope at t»-——-0.5 GeV'. Therefore we perform
minimum y' fits of Ae~'» to each of these spectra
over the restricted range in ~t»j of 0.0 to 0.4
GeV'. The results of these fits are summarized
in Table VI. The fits to pK'm z' are generally
poor due to large y' contributions from the first
and/or second bins. As is evident from the t»
distribution of K w v' for the entire Q region (see
Fig. 7), a parametrization of Aee'» is inadequate
and gives a very small confidence level for the fit.

pp(6eV)
FIG. 9. The t&& spectra for K+p —pK~m+ plotted in

0.1-GeV bins for K 7(+ mass intervals: (i) 1.2 to 1.35
GeV, the ~ 's; (ii) 1.35 to 1.50 GeV, the +'s; and (iii)
1.50 to 1.65 GeV, the k's.

The pK'w'm' fits with poorer statistics are better,
but still poor. The value of B decreases from
about 9 to 6 GeV ' over our four Km@ mass inter-
vals. The K'w w' events appear to be somewhat
more peripherally produced than the K'm'm'

events.
To estimate the contribution of the K„(1420) to

the t» spectra of Kmm in region IV, 1.36 to 1.46
GeV, we fit Ae~» to the t» spectrum of the re-
action K'p- pK'm'. To test for the possibility
that the background under the K„(1420)has a dif-
ferent t» distribution, we perform three minimum
y' fits to the K'v' mass intervals: (i) 1.20 to 1.35
GeV, (ii) 1.35 to 1.50 GeV, and (iii) 1.50 to 1.65
GeV. The results of these fits are summarized in
Table V and the t» spectra are plotted in Fig. 9.
Intervals (ii) and (iii) are in good agreement. The
somewhat larger B value for interval (i) might
correspond to the tail of the K~(890). Thus, we
find that the background has approximately the
same t» distribution as the K„(1420) which has a
B value of 2.3+0.8 GeV '.

The K„(1420) contributions to the t» spectra in

TABLE VI. Fits of Ae~'w to t» spectra of K7l7). .

M(K'xn) region (GeV)
A in events/GeV

pK+ ~-7r+ pK07r07f" b
B in GeV 2 (confidence level)

pK+~-7(+ ' pKomo~+ b

(I) 1.1 to 1.2
(II) 1.2 to 1.27
(III) 1.27 to 1.36
(IV) 1.36 to 1.46

entire Q

568 + 27
688 + 29
784 + 29
644+ 25

3014 + 57

278 + 27
394+ 32
410+31
323+ 25
743+ 27 '

9.5 + 0.4(5.2 x 10 )
9.0 +0.3(3.6x 10 3)

7 6+0 3(9 7x ]0-2)
6.5+0.2(1.2x 10 4)

7.9+0.1(1.8x10 9)

8.3 + 0.6(8.1x 10 )
7.9 + 0.5(1.6x 10 )
6.9+0.5(2.6x 10 ')
6.1+0.5(5.7x 10-')
6 9 p 0.5(7.7x 1Q 2) ~

Fits are tot~ from 0.0 to 0.4 GeV in 0.05-GeV2 bins.
Fits are to g~ from 0.0 to 0.4 GeV in 0.1-GeV bins.
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PK'w m' and pK'w'm' are calculated by scaling the

t» spectrum of the Kv mass interval (ii) in a man-
ner analogous to that used to estimate the Ken
mass contribution in Sec. IIIB 2. These estimates
for Kmm mass region IV are plotted in Fig. 10.
Though the statistics are quite poor, these esti-
mates account for only about half of the events
with -t» &0.5 GeV'. Clearly the contribution of
the K„(1420) does not change appreciably the
slopes given in Table VI.

D. Q Decay-Plane Normal

If the Q were entirely diffractively produced,
the Q would have unnatural spin parity and zero
spin projection along the incident K. We define

i000 .

500 .~ ~

axes in the Q rest frame —the beam direction as
the z axis and the production-plane normal as the

y axis. For M, =O the unnatural spin parities 0,
1', and 2 have Q decay-plane-normal distribu-
tions of uniform, sin'8, and

(~ +A) sin 8—2 sin e+ 1,

where 8 is the angle between the normal and the
beam direction and A is a positive number. "
Unnatural spin-parity states can decay into Km@,

but not into Kw', whereas natural spin-parity states
can decay into both. The absence of a Q peak in
the K'm' mass distribution of the reaction K'p
-pK v' (see Fig. 6) makes it plausible that the Q
consists predominantly of unnatural spin-parity
states except for the K„(1420) contribution of 2'
to the high side of the Q.

For our four Ken mass regions, viz. , 1.1 to 1.2
GeV, 1.2 to 1.27 GeV, 1.27 to 1.36 GeV, and 1.36
to 1.46 GeV, we plot the Q decay-plane-normal
cose and 4 distributions in Figs. 11 and 12. (The
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FIG. 10. In (a) and (b) the t~ spectra of K+p
-pK+m m+, ~, in 0.05-GeV bins and K+p —pK07tox', k,
in 0.1-GeV2 bins both for 1.36 & M(Knw) & 1.46 GeV. The
+ points are the estimated K~(1420) contributions.

FIG. 11. The Q decay-plane-normal projection upon
the beam for K+p —pK+m x+ and pK ~ 7(+. (a) and (b)-
(g) and (h) are for Q mass regions: (I) 1.1 to 1.2 GeV,
(II) 1.2 to 1.27 GeV, (III) 1.27 to 1.36 GeV, and (IV) 1.36
to 1.46 GeV. The shaded areas correspond to K+ m 7r+

events with a permutation ambiguity.
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FIG. 12. The 4 distributions of the Q decay-plane
normal for K+p —pK+7r 7t+ and pK n x+. (a) and (b)-
(g) and (h) are for Q mass regions: (I) 1.1 to 1.2 GeV,
(II) 1.2 to 1.27 GeV, (III) 1.27 to 1.36 GeV, and (IV)
1.36 to 1.46 GeV. The shaded areas correspond to

K+@ 7(+ events with a permutation ambiguity. The z and

y axes are defined in the Q rest frame as along the beam
and the production-plane normal.

shaded areas of the K'w w' plots correspond to
events with a permutation ambiguity. ) We find
the cose distributions are predominately sin'e so
that the Q is predominantly 1' with M, =O. How-
ever, the nonvanishing of the distributions near
cose =+1 necessitates the presence of other spin
states. Admixtures of 0, 1', and 2 with the
variable A adjusted can fit the cose distributions.
There is neither any striking variation in the
shapes of the distributions for different Kmm mass
regions nor any major disagreement between
K'm w' and K'w m'. All the 4 distributions are
consistent with being uniform as one would expect
for M, =O.

The pv' mass cut, M(pv') &1.5 GeV, suppresses
events with cose-0; and the effects of this cut are
different for K g g' and K'w n' since the w' dis-
tribution in K g g' is different from that in K'n n'
due to the presence of two K~(890)'s instead of
one. Despite these difficulties, we bravely calcu-
late average values of the spherical harmonics up
through Y«. In Table VII we list those moments
which are nonzero by at least 2 standard devia-
tions for several Kwm mass regions. The moment
( Y,o) is the most significant. Furthermore, the
K m m' values are systematically smaller in ab-
solute value than the K'm m' values. This effect
indicates possibly different production processes
for K'm'm' and K'w m'. In addition, spin states
with M, wO are implied by the systematically nega-
tive values of (Re Y„). (A Monte Carlo calcula-
tion demonstrates that this effect is not merely
due to the pw' mass cut. ) The L=4 moments,
which correspond in part to J, =2 and/or 2', are
consistent with zero except for a slight deviation
from zero of the K'w v' values of (Re Y„). In
summary, the Q decay-plane-normal distributions

TABLE VII. Selected Q decay-plane-normal moments.

I
(1.1 to 1.2)

D
(1.2 to 1.27)

Ken mass region (GeV)
III

(1.27 to 1.36)
IV

(1.36 to 1.46)

(Y2o)
K+~-~
K0~0~+

(ReY»)
K+ ~-~'
Ko~o~+

&Y4o&
K+~-~+
Ko~o~+

(ReY,3)
K+~-~+
Ko~o~+

—0.087 +0.008
—0.059 + 0.017

-0.025 + 0.006
—0.028 + 0.011

-0.005+ 0.007
-0.020 + 0.015

+0.012+0.006
0.000 + 0.013

—0.099 + 0.006
-0.062 + 0.011

-0.017 + 0.006
-0.023 + 0.008

-0.002 + 0.006
-0.018 + 0.014

-0.012 + 0.006
-0.004 + 0.010

—0.087+ 0.006
-0.073 + 0.011

-0.011+ 0.003
-0.006 + 0.008

+0.005 + 0.006
-0.009 + 0.011

-0.010 + 0.004
-0.012+0.009

-0.082+ 0.006
-0.056 + 0.011

-0.006 + 0.03
-0.020 + 0.008

0.005 + 0.006
+0.008 + 0.013

-0.004+ 0.005
+0.011+0.009
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imply the dominance of J~= 1+ with M, =O; but in
addition there are other J~ states as well as states
with M, e0.

E. Q and EQ890) Two-Body Angular Decays

In our analysis of the Q-K~(890)v and K„(890)
-Km angular decay distributions we consider only
the final state pK'm m' for which there is just one
K„(890) possible. For a Q with J =1', the decay
into K~(890)s is either S wave or D wave. The S-
wave decay corresponds to a uniform decay of the

Q into K~(890)v. For a Q with g~= 1' and M, =0,
the S-wave decay into K~(890)w leads to a cos'8»

V
decay distribution of the K~(890) into Kw. We take
the K~(890) and K' as decay indicators and define
the z and y axes as along the beam and production-
plane-normal in the Q rest frame. With an addi-
tional mass selection on Kv(890), the cosec and
C z distributions are given in Fig. 13 for our four
Km@ mass regions, 1.1 to 1.2 GeV, 1.2 to 1.27

GeV, 1.27 to 1.36 GeV, and 1.36 to 1e46 GeV. The
cose~ distributions have a backward peak. Two
effects complicate the interpretation of this be-
havior. First, the pm' mass cut suppresses
events with cose&-1. This effect becomes broader
and more pronounced for larger K7tm mass. Sec-
ond, and more important, the observed backward
peaking in coseb is mostly due to background,
which is more pronounced for larger Kmm mass.
The background includes K'm' misidentification,
p(765)K, and possibly e(700)K. In addition for
region IV about 80 events of K„(1420) contribute
to the backward peak in cos+. These K„(1420)
events have an approximately (E'»)' distribution
in cose+. These effects account largely for the
variation in the cos+ distributions from regions
I to IV. Because of these effects and the large
number of the possible contributions of the spin-
parity states —0, S wave 1' with either M, =O or
M, = +1, D wave 1', 2, and 2' —we do not attempt
any fits.

If the Q spin states all had M, =O, then the 4
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FIG. 13. The angular distributions of Q K~(890)7I' for
K+p pK+x z+ with K„(890) selection, where (a) and
(b)-(g) and (h) are for Q mass regions: (I) 1.1 to 1.2
GeV, (II) 1.2 to 1.27 GeV, (III) 1.27 to 1,36 GeV, and
(IV) 1.36 to 1.46 GeV (Hef. 39). The shaded areas cor-
respond to events with a permutation ambiguity.

FIG. 14. The Kz(890) angular-decay spectra with
axes in the Kx7t rest frame. (a) and (b)-(g) and (h) are
for K+7( 7t+ events in the Q mass regions: (I) 1.1 to 1.2
GeV, (II) 1.2 to 1.27 GeV, (III) 1.27 to 1.36 GeV, and
(IV) 1.36 to 1.46 GeV (Ref. 39). The shaded areas cor-
respond to events with a permutation ambiguity.
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distributions would be uniform. The nonflatness
of the 4~ distributions in Fig. 13 constitutes fur-
ther support for the presence of Q spin states with

I, xO.
The corresponding K„(890)decay distributions

are given in Fig. 14. The axes are the same as
before and the K' is taken as the decay indicator.
The large positive asymmefries in the cos0~
distributions can be explained in terms of
K„(890)7I interfering with p(765)K. The p distri-
butions are consistent with being flat.

F. Em@ Dalitz Plots

In this section we present first the general fea-
tures of the Km@ Dalitz plots and then proceed to
discuss our fits.

a Kmm mass of 1.32 GeV. The corresponding two-
body mass plots are given in Figs. 16 and 17.
(The shaded areas correspond to events with a
permutation ambiguity. ) The K~(890)II contribu-
tion is dominant, but there is also a significant
p(765)K contribution.

Dalitz-Plot Fits

We present fits to the Kmm Dalitz plots for each
of our four Ken mass regions, 1.1 to 1.2 GeV,
1.2 to 1.27 GeV, 1.27 to 1.36 GeV, and 1.36 to
1.46 GeV. First we discuss the objectives, com-
plications, and formalism of the fits. Secondly,
we present the K'7t'w' fits, and next the K'n m'

fits. Thirdly, we compare the fits and estimate

1. General Features I 500—

The Kwm Dalitz plots are given in Fig. 15. For
K'n m' there is only one Km combination for
K~(890), while for KOIIoII' there are two. The
curves correspond to the Dalitz-plot boundary for
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FIG. 15. The Q Dalitz plots in (a) M2(x 7t'+) vs
M2(K+7t' ) for K+71' 7t'+ and in (b) M2(K 7t'+) vs M (K 7r )
for K 7r sr+. The curves correspond to boundaries for
a M(K7(7r) =1.32 GeV.

FIG. 16. Kx mass spectra when a K„(890) is possible:
K+m for K+p —pK+7t n+ in (a);K m and K 7t+ for K+p

PK 7)' ~+ in (b) and (c). The shaded area in (a) corre-
sponds to events with a permutation ambiguity.
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for the K~(890)w and p(V65)K amplitudes, we per-
form two classes of fits- incoherent fits to the
diagonal elements and unconstrained fits to the
entire density matrix. The Dalitz-plot intensity I
is fitted to'

I=gd, , IG,. I'+ +2[(Red„)(ReG*,G, )

l00—
O
O

—(Imd„)(ImG;G, )]P, P, ,

(5)

C, l00—
LLI

]

I.O

I

I
t

I

(b)

0.4 0.6 0.8
M (vr-~+) (Gey)

where the indices t and j refer to K„(890)w',
p(V65)K, and K„(890)w', respectively, for values
of 1, 2, and 3. The Q,. are P-wave Breit-Wigner
forms for the vector-meson decays. We use the
form

50—
where

[r(p„/p)(m/m„)] '"
(m

' —m~'} —imvr
(6)

0 i I i I j I

0.4 0.6 0.8
M ( vvo 7} ) (Gey )

I.Q

FIG. 17. The mvj mass spectra for Q events in (a)
K+p-pX+~ ~+ and (b) pK Vj Vj+. In (a) the shaded area
corresponds to events arith a permutation ambiguity.

the e(700)K contribution.
a. Formalism of the its. The objectives of the

Dalitz-plot fits are to determine (1) the p(V65)K
relative to K~(890}w contributions, (2) the consis-
tency between the K w w' and K'w w' fits, and (8)
the e(700}Kcontribution. Complications include
the possible presence of D wave 1' in addition to
the dominant S wave 1' as well as other spin
states —0, 2, and 2'. The K'w w' fits have an
additional complication due to K'm' misidentifica-
tion. Bearing in mind these objectives and com-
plications, we chose to approximate the Q as S
wave 1' K„(890)w and p(V65)K. The p(765)K/
K~(890)w branching ratios are then determined by
the K'm'w' fits, for which there is neither K'm'
misidentification nor an e(700)K contribution. For
the K'm w' fits a simple correction for K'm' mis-
identification is calculated. The corrected K'm w'

fits are compared with the K'g'g' fits. The
e(700}Kcontribution is estimated by using the
K'm'm' fitted results to calculate the expected
amount of K„(890)w and p(765)K in K'w w'. Any
difference with the actual number of K'm m' events
is attributed to an e(700)K contribution.

We use a formalism for an S wave 1' K„(890)w
and p(765)K decay of the Q. Expressing the Dalitz-
plot intensity in terms of a density matrix, d, j,

with m the vector-meson mass, p the vector-me-
son decay-product momentum, m„and p~ the cor-
responding central values, I'~ the vector-meson
width, and E the appropriate product of Clebsch-
Gordan isospin coefficients for the Q and vector-
meson decays. The p, are the vector-meson de-
cay-product momentum directions with respect to
axes fixed in the Q rest frame. The density-ma-
trix elements d, j are proportional to products of
the K„(890)w and/or p(V65)K couplings. The d„.
are normalized so that the intensity, I, integrated
over the Dalitz plot for a particular Kmw mass
region equals the number of events for that par-
ticular Kmm mass region. For each Km@ mass
region we define the integrated terms of Eq. (5},
viz.

y

Number of events =+X„+Q (Y,~+ Z, ~), (8)

wherein the X„.are the number of events due to
incoherent K„(890)w or p(765)K and the Y„.and Z„.
are the number of events associated with the real
and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal interfer-
ence terms.

Each Q mass band is fitted separately for K'm~m+

and K'n w'. The Dalitz plots and corresponding
mass plots are given in Figs. 18-20. For each
mass band we perform maximum-likelihood fits.
In the fits, Monte Carlo events are used to eval-
uate the normalization integrals. ~ They have the
same selection as do the real events, M(pw') & 1.5
GeV.

b. K n w' Dalitz-plot fits. For K m g' we per-
form two incoherent fits to the diagonal density-
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FIG. 18. Dalitz plots for K+x x+ and K 7I vr+ where
(a) and (b)-(g) and (h) are for Q mass regions: (I) 1.1
to 1.2 GeV, (II) 1.2 to 1.27 GeV, (III) 1.27 to 1.36 GeV,
and (IV) 1.36 to 1.46 GeV. The curves correspond to
boundaries for Kv)m masses of (I) 1.15 GeV, (II) 1.24
GeV, (III) 1.32 GeV, and (IV) 1.42 OeV.

matrix elements —fit No. 1 does not have the
K~(890) and K~(890) couplings constrained to be
equal while fit No. 2 does. Likewise we perform
two fits to the entire density matrix- fit No. 3
does not have the K~(890) couplings constrained to
be equal while fit No. 4 does. The unconstrained
fits are a test of whether the Q corresponds to an
I=-,' state with branching ratios given by isospin
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. (The K'w'w' Dalitz-
plot fits are to events without a t» cut. The few
events with -t» &1 GeV' do not appreciably change
the Dalitz-plot distributions. ) As is evident from
the mass plots given in Figs. 19(a) and 19(b),
there is for region 1 a greater amount of K~(890)
than K'„(890). The fitted d„values and the corre
sponding values of X, Y, and Z in Eq. (8) are
given in Tables VIII and IX. The incoherent fits
give fair qualitative fits, but fail in details (not
shown). The fits to the entire density matrix are

quantitatively better, as evidenced by the larger
values of the logarithmic likelihood, the "lngg"
entries in the tables. Differences in the "lngg"

values can be interpreted as one-half times the
differences in the y "s of the fits. The curves in
Fig. 19 correspond to fit No. 4, the constrained
fit to the entire density matrix. There is little
difference between fits Nos. 3 and 4. In particular,
the diagonal elements agree well, but the off-di-
agonal elements differ typically by a few standard
deviations. For fit No. 3, Red» and Red» are in

poor agreement for regions I and II." This dis-
agreement also indicates a larger amount of
K~(890) than Ko~(890) for regions 1 and 11.

There is a large p(765)K contribution. For fit
No. 2, the incoherent fit, the fraction of p(765)K
events (X»/tot) has a constant value of about 0.35
~0.04. Since phase space increases with increas-
ing Kwm mass in the Q region more rapidly for
p(765)K than for Kv(890)w, the corresponding cou-
pling of p(765)K relative to Kv(890)w decreases
with increasing Kmw mass. For fit No. 4, the ra-
tios of d»/d» are for our four Kww mass regions:
1.84+0.44, 0.69+0.13, 0.43 +0.06, and 0.36+0.04.

c. K'w w' Dalitz plot fits-For K'. w w', we per-
form in fit No. 5 incoherent fits to the diagonal
elements of the density matrix, and in fit No. 6
we fit the entire density matrix. The incoherent
fits are reasonable except for the w m' mass spec-
tra (these fits are not shown). The entire density-
matrix fit reproduces better the mw mass spectra.
(See Tables X and Xl.) The curves of Fig. 20 cor-
respond to fit No. 6. For Knm regions I and II,
fit No. 6 yields smaller values of d» [which is
proportional to the p(765)K coupling square] than
does fit No. 5, due to about an 8%%uo constructive
interference effect. All other d„. of both fits
agree.

Except for region I, the incoherent amount of
K„(890)w comprises approximately V5% of the Q.
HoweVer, K'm' misidentification spreads out the
K'w mass spectrum and peaks the m m' mass
spectrum at about 720 MeV. As discussed before,
we estimate for the entire Q about 10% of the
K'w z' events have the K' and m' wrongly inter-
changed. Since we have not determined precisely
this fraction for each separate K'm w' mass
region or the effects of misidentification upon the
fits, we assume that the fitted amount of incoher-
ent K~(890)w is actually 10% low due to this bias
in order to estimate an upper bound on the actual
amount of K~(890)w. From our Monte Carlo study,
there is some indication that this correction is too
large for region I. The errors for the corrected
values do not include the uncertainty in the as-
sumed fraction of 10/&. Hence, the values quoted
for K~(890)w could have systematic errors as
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TABLE VIII. K 7t' ~+ incoherent Dalitz-plot fits.

M{h;xn) region (GeV)

Density-matrix elements

dii d22 d33

Fit No. 1

Xff
Number of events

X22 X33 Total lnw ~

(I) 1.1 to 1.2
gI) 1.2 to 1.27
gII) 1.27 to 1.36
gV) 1.36 to 1.46

85+ 13
137+20
214+ 25
231 + 25

308 ~47
182 + 22
115+ 12
76+8

113+14
171+ 20
188 + 23
214+ 24

92+ 14
141+21
198 +23
183+20

113+17
179+22
227+ 24
195+21

129+17
190+23
179+2

173~ 20

334+ 18
509 + 23
604 ~ 25
550 + 23

1668 .6
2799.4
3508.2
3072.2

M pl'7rm) region (GeV)
Density-matrix elements

d« =d33

Fit No. 2

Xif
Number of events

X22 X33 Total lnw

g) 1.1 to 1.2
gI) 1.2 to 1.27
gII) 1.27 to 1.36
gV) 1.36 to 1.46

99+ 9
154+ 12
201 + 15
222 +16

311+47
182 + 22
115+ 12
76+ 8

107 + 10
159~ 12
186 +14
176+ 12

114+17
179+22
227 + 24
195+21

113+ 11
171+13
192+14
179+13

334+ 18
509+ 23
604 + 25
550+ 23

1667.4
2798.8
3508.0
3072.1

~ The density-matrix elements d&& are proportional to products of the K&(890)n and/or p (765)K couplings. The indices
correspond to K&(890)m+, p(765)K, andK&(890)n for values of 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

The X&; are the corresponding number of events defined by Eq. (8).
The lnw are the logarithmic likelihoods as defined in Ref. 44.

TABLE IX. K n m Dalitz-plot fits to the entire density matrix.

M(Knx) region (GeV) dff d22

Fit No. 3'
Density-matrix elements

d33 Redf2 Imdf2 Redf3 Imdi3 Red23 Imd23 lnw

g) 1.1 to 1.2
gI) 1.2 to 1.27
gII) 1.27 to 1.36
gV) 1.36 to 1.46

95+ 26 245 + 55 149+26 —13+ 32 61 + 67 122 + 21 72 + 32 142 + 29 70+ 20 1697.4
181+31 113+23 195+ 29 22 + 28 19+ 39 251 + 25 7 + 28 90+ 29 -4 +40 2856.4
193+42 91+12 231+43 76+25 -19+24 192+31 —57+100 22+23 -6+24 3530.1
262+ 39 79 + 10 184 + 38 10 + 27 37+ 28 131+47 124 + 134 3+ 27 18+28 3079.6

M(K7tm) region (GeV) Xii X22 X33

Number of events
Y12 Zf 2 Yi3 i3 23 23 Total

g) 1.1 to 1.2
gI) 1.2 to 1.27
gII) 1.27 to 1.36
gV) 1.36 to 1.46

103 + 28 90 +20 170+30
187 + 32 111+22 216+32
178 + 39 180 + 24 220 + 41
208+ 31 203+ 25 148 + 30

-2+ 6
-6+ 7
23k 7
3+8

-16+ 18 -13+ 2
-6+ 12 —29+ 3

5+6 -12+2
-4 +3 -1+3

1+0
0+1
0+1
1+1

23+5 —21+6
23+ 7 2+1
7+8 2+8
1+9 -3+4

334 + 18
509 + 23
604 + 25
550 ~ 23

M(K7ln) region (GeV) dfi =d33 =Redi3

Fit No. 4
Density-matrix elements

d22 Redf2 = Red23 Imd f2 Imd23 Redf3 Imdi3 =0 lnw

g) 1.1 to 1.2
gI) 1.2 to 1.27
gII) 1.27 to 1.36
gV) 1.36 to 1.46

123 + 14
183+ 16
213 ~ 15
224+ 16

226 + 54
126 + 23
91+12
80 +10

67+ 20
56+ 19
48+ 17

8+ 20

60+43
16+26

-13+16
22+23

123 + 14
183 + 16
213 +15
224+ 16

1684.9
2847.3
3527.5
3074.3

M(K7rn) region (GeV)

g) 1.1 to 1.2
gI) 1.2 to 1.27
gII) 1.27 to 1.36
gV) 1.36 to 1.46

Number of events
Xff X22 X33 Yf2 Zf2 Yf3

133+15 83+20 141+ 16 12+4 -16+12 -13+1
189+16 124+23 203 +17 14 +5 -5+8 -21+ 2
197+ 14 180 +24 203 + 14 14 + 5 3 +4 -14 + 1
178 + 13 205+ 25 181+ 13 2+ 6 -3 ~ 3 -13+ 1

Zf3 Y23

0 11+3
0 13+5
0 16+6
0 3+6

Z23

-18+13
-6+ 10

4+5
3+3

Total

334 +18
509 +23
604 +25
550+ 23

' See footnotes in Table VIII.
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TABLE X. K+n. 7r+ incoherent Dalitz-plot fits.

jtf (Kn.m) region (QeV) Xgg

Fit No. 58
Density-matrix elements

d22

Number of events
X22 Total lngg

(I) 1.1 to 1.2
(II) 1.2 to 1.27
(III) 1.27 to 1.36
(IV) 1.36 to 1.46

464+ 16
545+ 19
798 +24
937 + 28

915~ 97
785+ 51
518 +32
355+ 24

999+34
1099+37
1489+45
1501+45

174 +18
404+ 26
533 + 33
455 +44

1172+ 34
1504 ~ 39
2023~45
1956+ 44

7748.3
10 318.7
14 345.1
13743.5

M(K7r7I) region (GeV)

Fit No. 5 corrected"
Density-matrix elements

d)g d22 Xgg

Number of events
X22 Total

(I) 1.1 to 1.2
(II) 1.2 to 1.27
(Im 1.27 to 1.36
(IV) 1.36 to 1.46

516+18
606+ 21
887 + 27

1041+31

331+100
548 ~ 52
357 + 33
226+ 24

1110+38
1221+41
1655 ~ 51
1668 + 50

63+ 19
282+ 27
368+ 34
288 +31

1172+34
1504+ 39
2023+45
1956+ 44

See footnotes in Table VIII.
We estimate a correction for K+n+ misidentification by increasing X&& by 10% and recalculating X22, d&&, and d22.

The errors do not include possible systematic errors.

TABLE XI. K+~ n+ Dalitz-plot fits to the entire density matrix.

Fit No. 6

M(K7(7t) region (GeV)
Density-matrix elements

d» Red f2 Imd f2 x„
Number of events

X22 Y(2 Z(2 Total

(I) 1.1 to 1.2
(II) 1.2 to 1.27
(III) 1.27 to 1.36
(IV) 1.36 to 1.46

466 + 24 520 + g5 442+ 65 27+ 133 1003+52 99 + 18 79 + 12
525+23 614+50 410+48 91+71 1059+45 316+26 102+12
805+26 502+33 93+39 100+40 1503+48 517+34 31+13
946+29 346+25 -40+40 61+40 1515+46 443+32 10+10

—7 + 36 1172+ 34 7772.4
27 + 21 1504 + 39 10354.9

-28 + 11 2023 +45 14353.5
7 + 5 1956+44 13745.1

M(Kn7f) region (GeV)

Fit No. 6 corrected
Density-matrix elements
d d22 Xgg

Number of events
X22 Total

(I) 1.1 to 1.2
(II) 1.2 to 1.27
(II@ 1.27 to 1.36
(IV) 1.36 to 1.46

518+27
583+25
894 ~29

1051+ 32

-66 + 100
386+ 52
340 ~ 33
215+ 25

1115+ 58
1176+51
1669+ 54
1684 + 51

-13+19
199+ 27
350 + 34
275+ 32

1172+34
1504+39
2023 + 45
1956+ 44

~ See footnotes in Table VIII.
See footnote b in Table X.

large as 10%. We summarize the corrected val-
ues in Tables X and XI. The correction applied
to the incoherent fits, fit No. 5, results in a
K„(890)w fraction of about 0.82 +0.08 except for
region I for which the correction gives 0.94+0.03.

Analogous to the K x'm' fitted d» and dye val-
ues, the K'w w' fitted values (both the corrected
and uncorrected values) also have ratios of d»/d»
decreasing for increasing Kwm mass except for
the corrected values of mass region I (for which
the correction is probably too large anyway).

d. Comparison of Dali tz plot fits In com-parin. g
the K m w' and K' n m' fits, we use fits Nos. 4 and
6 since interference effects are important. In
Table XII we list the d, ~ values corrected for the

measurement efficiencies, the unseen K' decays,
and the difference in confidence-level cutoffs for
the final states pK w w' and pK'p m'. There are
three main points. First, for K'm m' and for
Kow'w' the d» values [which correspond to p(765)K
corrected for K'w' misidentification] are in rea-
sonable agreement. For region I the uncorrected
d» value for K'w w' agrees with the d» value for
K w I'. Secondly, the differences in Red~ and in
Imd» are not significant due to the large errors,
except for the Red~ values of regions I and II.
Thirdly, there is a major disagreement in the d»
values. Both the corrected and uncorrected
K'x m' values of d» which corresponds to
Kv(890)w are greater than the Kowow' values, ex-
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TABLE XH. Comparison of KVt Vr Dalitz-plot fits.

I
(1.1 to 1.2)

KVtVt mass region (GeV)
II III IV

(1.2 to 1.27) (1.27 to 1.36) (1.36 to 1.46)

Density-matrix element d &&

K Vt 7('+, fit 4
K+~-~+ fit 6
Fit 6 correctedb

453 + 51
520 + 27
577+ 30

673 + 57
585+ 25
650+ 29

784+ 56
897 + 29
997+ 32

824 ~ 59
1055+32
1172+ 36

Density-matrix element d22
'

K Vt' Vr+ fit 4
K+z-Vt+, fit 6
Fit 6 corrected

832 + 200
580+ 105
-74 ~ 111

464 ~85
685+ 56
430 ~ 60

335+45
560+ 36
379+ 37

294+ 36
386+ 27
240 + 29

Density-matrix element Red f 2

K vt. Vt+, fit 4
K+7t;-~+, At 6

247+ 75
493+ 73

206~ 69
457+ 53

177+63
104 +44

29+ 75
-45 ~ 44

Density-matrix element Imd f2

K 7( vt+, fit 4
K+Vt H, fit 6

221 + 158
30 ~ 148

59+ 96
-101+ 79

-48 ~ 59
111+44

81 +83
-68+45

~ These entries are corrected for the measurement efficiencies and unseenK 's.
b See footnote b of Table X.

cept for region II for which the values agree. Be-
cause of this disagreement it must be said that
the fits disagree. Since an e(700)K contribution
is possible for K'm n' but not for K w m', the
e (VOO)K hypothesis offers a possible simple cause
for this disagreement. We do not attempt fits in-
cluding e(700)K because of the K'w' misidentifica-
tion complication.

e. e(700)K contribution. Independently of any
K'w w' fits, the e(700)K contribution in K'w w' is
estimated by comparing the actual number of
K'w n' events with the expected number of
K„(890}wand p(765)K events If the .Q were pure
Kr(890)w, p(765)K, or e(700)K, then the ratio of
K w w' to K'm m' events would be, respectively,
1, 2, or 0. For the four mass regions, viz. , 1.1
to 1.2 GeV, 1.2 to 1.2V GeV, 1.2V to 1.36 GeV,
and 1.36 to 1.46 GeV, the ratios are 0.94+0.07,
1.12+0.07, 0.99+0.06, and 0.93 +0.06. These ra-
tios include corrections for the measurement ef-
ficiencies, unseen K decays, and the different
confidence level cutoffs. Since the K m w' fits
demonstrate a significant p(765)K contribution,
the ratios imply the presence of additional K'n m'

events, which we attribute to e(700)K. By e(700)
we mean an I=O S-wave wm state and not necessar-
ily a resonance. Of course any e(700)K contribu-
tion includes both incoherent e(700)K and any in-
terference with Kr(890)w or p(V65)K. The expect-
ed number of K'z ~' events is determined by a
Monte Carlo integration of Eq. (5) with the density-

matrix elements obtained from K'm'm' fit No. 4-
the fit to the entire density matrix with Kr'(890)
=Kor(890). We attribute the difference between
the actual and expected number of K'm m' events
as due to an e(700)K contribution. We summarize
our results in Table XIII. The estimated e(700}K
contributes to the K'w m' events in our four Kmw

mass regions the net fractions 0.15 +0.10, 0.03
+0.08, 0.17+0.06, and 0.22+0.06.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Summary of Results

We summarize our results and then compare
them with the results obtained in three similar
experiments. Our experimental results for the Q
are:

(1) The K'w'w' mass spectrum has a two-peak
substructure with one peak at about 1260 MeV with
a width of about 120 MeV and a second peak at
about 1420 MeV with a width of about 80 MeV. The
K'n w' mass spectrum has a different shape with-
out any dip at 1360 MeV. This difference may be
due to the presence of an e(700)K contribution to
this final state. [By e(700) we mean only an 1=0
S-wave ww state ]. .

(2) The K„(1420) accounts for only about half of
the second peak in the K m m' mass spectrum,
which corresponds to a discrepancy of about 2.4
standard deviations.

(3) In agreement with the accepted Q isospin of
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TABLE XIII. Comparison of total number of Q events per Kw7}. mass region.

I
(1.1 to 1.2)

II
(1.2 to 1.27)

III
(1.27 to 1.36)

1V

(1.36 to 1.46)

K n. 7f+ observed
K 7r g+ corrected
K+7(. 7r+ observed
K+7r-7r' corrected '
Ratio of K 7r m+/&+7r-7(+ '
K+7r 7f+ expectedb
Actual minus expected

334 ~ 18
1228 + 77
1172+34
1307+43
0.94+ 0.07
1117+ 129
190+136

509+ 23
1874 + 101
1504+39
1677 + 50
1.12 + 0.07
1631+129

46+ 132

604+ 25
2222 + 113
2023 +45
2255 + 60
0.90 +0.06
1880 + 117
376+132

550+ 23
2025+ 106
1956+44
2181+59
0.93+0.06
1696+ 110
485+ 125

These entries are corrected for the measurement efficiencies and unseen K 's.
b The expected number of K+7r 7r+ events is calculated using the d&& values obtained from K n. m+ fit No. 4.

—,', the Q region of the final-state gK m'm' has a
cross section of 13+ 1 pb, which corresponds to
an I= —,

' K„(890)w contribution to the Q of less than

(4) The Q is produced peripherally with the 1260-
MeV Ken mass region more peripherally produced
than the 1420-MeV region.

(5) The Q decay-plane-normal spectra demon-
strate that the Q is predominately in a spin-parity
state of 1' with zero spin projection along the
beam, M, =0. However, there are significant con-
tributions of 0 and/or 2 and of spin states with

M, e0. The (Y„)moments of the Q decay-plane-
normal are systematically smaller in absolute
value for Koz'z' than those for K'g g' in all four
Kww mass regions suMividing the Q. The (ReY„)
moments are nonzero.

(6) The Q K„(890)w' and the K~(890)-K'w an-
gular decay distributions imply the dominance of
a 1' state which decays via S wave into Kv(890) w.

(7) The Q consists predominately of Kv(890)w,
but also of p(765)K. For the K'wow' mode, the Q
is about a third p(765)K, but interference effects
are important. The ratio of K mom' to K'm
events is unity to within 6% for four Q mass sub-
divisions. Using the K'm'n' fitted parameters,
we estimate the amount of Kv(890)w and p(765)K
in K'g g'. We find an excess of K w m' events,
which we suggest is due to an e(700)K contribution
in K'm m'.

B. Comparison with Other Experiments

Our experimental results are based upon an
analysis of 30 163 events of 12-GeV/c K'p
—pK'w w', reaction (1); and 6431 events of K'p
—pK'w'w', reaction (2}. There are three similar
K'p experiments with an incident beam momentum
near 12 GeV/c. First, the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Trilling-Goldhaber group (LBL-TG)
have studied 7577 events of reaction (1) and 2272

events of reaction (2) at 9 GeV/c. " Second, a col-
laboration of the Universities of Birmingham,
Glasgow, and Oxford (BGO) has studied 7067
events of reaction (1) and 4232 events of reaction
(2).2' Third, a group at the University of Roches-
ter (UR} has studied 3463 events of reaction (1)
and 828 events of reaction (2) at 12.7 GeV/c. " We
proceed to compare our results summarized in
the previous section with each of these experi-
ments.

1. Kmm Mass SPectra

LBL-TG observe a two-peak substructure for
the combined events of reactions (1) and (2) —their
low peak has M~=1260+10 MeV, I'~=40+10 MeV
and their high peak has M~= 1380~20 MeV, l ~
=120+20 MeV [see. Fig. 21(a)j. In our K'w w,
mass of Figs. 1 and 3, we observe a single-bin
peak centered at 1265 MeV with a width of -10
MeV, our resolution, but observe no dip. Our
peak has a statistical significance of about 4 stan-
dard deviations. Since this peak corresponds to
one bin out of 50 for the entire Q region, we do
not consider it as strong evidence for narrow Knm

substructure.
In our K'm m' mass spectrum, the peak at 1260

MeV has a width of about 120 MeV, which is sig-
nificantly larger than 40 a 10 MeV. These results
are inconsistent unless there are two interfering
resonances with different relative phases at the
two beam momenta. Such a model has been sug-
gested by Goldhaber. ~

BGO observe a 3o dip at 1310 MeV in reaction
(1), see Fig. 21(c). If they assume a Deck back-
ground and two incoherent resonances, they ob-
tain in a fit to their combined data [see Fig. 21(b)]
resonant masses and widths of M~ = 1260 MeV,
I'~=100 MeV, and M~=1390 MeV, I'I. =140 MeV.
But they state that their Kwm mass spectra are
also consistent with no substructure.
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FIG. 21. The Kn7r spectra observed by three other
E+P experiments: LBL-TG in (a), Ref. 14; BGO in (b)-
(d), Ref. 25; UR in (e) and (f), Ref. 27. The shaded
areas correspond to events without 4++ (1236) present.

enhancement to the K„(1420). For the reaction
K+p- pK„(1420), K„(1420)-K'w', they obtain a
cross section of 30+7 pb with which our result of
31 a 5 p,b agrees. When they use the K„(1420)
branching ratios given in the 1969 Review of Par-
ticle Properties, which agree with the ratios
used by us to within the quoted errors, they ob-
tain an estimated K„(1420)-K'w w' contribution
of 13% in the 1420-MeV Kww mass region. If in-
stead they fix the K„(1420) mass and width at 1420
MeV and 100 MeV and vary the amount of K„(1420}
along with the amount, mass, and width of a 1'
resonance plus a fourth-order polynomial to de-
scribe the background, then they obtain about 22%
for the K„(1420) contribution in the 1420-MeV Kww

mass region.
In comparison, we estimate that the K„(1420)

contributes to Kww mass region IV (1.36 to 1.46
GeV) about 15% and 9%, respectively, for reac-
tions (1) and (2). Our estimated percentages are
consistent with the value obtained by BGO. Like-
wise our K+n w' estimate is consistent with the
UR estimate based upon the K„(1420) branching
ratios, but not upon their Kmm mass fit.

Isospin of Q

LBL-TG place an upper limit of 2% to an I=
Kr(890)w contribution to the Q, with which we
agree. UR places an upper limit of 7 pb for Q"
-K w'm' in the reaction K'p-nK m+m', K -m m',

to be compared with our value of (13+ 1) gb.

The Kmm mass spectra that we observe are con-
sistent with those observed by UR [see Figs. 21(e)
and 21(f)]. They parametrize their spectra as a
single peak with M = 1260 s20 MeV, I' =180+20
MeV, a small shoulder on the high-mass side of
the Q peak, and a smooth background.

K„(1420) Contribution

Both LBL-TG and BGO find that the K„(1420)
does not fully account for their high-Q peaks.
BGO find that subtraction of K„(1420) events re-
duces their Q~ peak to a shoulder, but does not
eliminate it [see Fig. 21(b)]. To calculate their
K„(1420) contributions in Kww, they assume that
K„(1420)-Kww is dominated by Kr(890)w and that
the branching ratio Kww/Kw is approximately unity
instead of the value 0.64 +0.11 which we used.
They normalize the amount of K„(1420)-Kww via
the amount of K„(1420}in the reaction K'p- pK w'.
For their combined data, BGO find that the
K„(1420)contributes 8 or 9% of the events in the
1.42 GeV Kww mass region (1.36 to 1.46 GeV).

UR attribute the high-mass shoulder of their Q

t» Distributions

All three experiments find that the Q is periph-
erally produced. Fitting e '» to their combined
data, BGO find that B=7.1~0.2 GeV ' for 1.2
&I)f(Kww) &1.4 GeV and that B does not depend upon

hf(Kww) for a I)f(Kww) &1.4 GeV, but that B
=5.8+0.3 GeV 2 for 1.4&M(Kww) & 1.5 GeV. When
we fit separately reactions (1) and (2), we find
similar slopes and also find a decrease in B val-
ues with increasing Kmw mass.

5. Q Decay-Plane-Normal Distribution

Both BGO and UR find that the Q decay-plane-
normal distribution is predominantly but not en-
tirely sin'0 corresponding to a Q spin parity of 1'
with M, =0 with respect to the beam. BGO find
for the Q that only the (Y„) moment is consistent
with being nonzero. In contrast we find that in
addition to (Y») also (Re Y») is nonzero. This
difference is explainable as being due to the larger
statistical error in the BGO moments. " If the Q
were purely diffractive then only spin states with
3f,=0 would be produced. We also observe sys-
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tematically smaller absolute values of (Y») for
K'm'm' than for K'm w'. This result suggest pos-
sibly different production processes for PK'm'm'

and pK'm w', possibly additional evidence for this
may be seen in that our t» distributions for Q
-K'm m' have somewhat steeper slopes than those
for Q-K'm'm'.

6. Tsvo-Body Decay of the Q

We confirm BGO's conclusion that the Q decays
into K~(890)v by predominantly S wave. However,
because of background complications we felt that
we could not entirely exclude a possible D-wave
contribution.

Q Dalitz P/ot

LBL-TG fit the entire Q Dalitz plot to S wave 1'
Kv(890)v and p(765)K for reactions (1) and (2) si-
multaneously and find that the Q decays predom-
inantly into K„(890)v which interferes strongly
with p(765)K. In addition they find that the ratio
of pK m m' to pK'm w' events in the Q equals unity.
For pure K~(890}v, p(765)K, or e(700)K the ratio
would be, respectively, 1, 2, and 0. Since they
find a significant p(765)K contribution, they sug-
gest an additional e(700)K contribution in K'w v'
as one possible explanation of this discrepancy.

In their Dalitz-plot fits to separate reactions (1)
and (2), BGO include both JP = 1' and 2 and
e(700)K as well as K~(890)v and p(765)K ampli-
tudes in order to obtain agreement between their
p(765)K amplitudes of reaction (1) and reaction
(2). (They also find agreement for J~= 1' and 0 .)
Finally they state that their experimental values
for (Y»} and (Y«) are inconsistent with the decay
structure given by their Dalitz-plot fits provided
that the Q is produced only with 1' and 2 with

M, =O (or with 1' and 0 with M, =O only). They
conclude that either the Dalitz-plot structure of a
2 background is very different from their as-
sumed form or that there is some production with

M, 40.
UH obtain a good fit to their K'm m' Dalitz plot

with a 1' resonance decaying coherently into
K~(890)v and p(765)K, a K„(1420) contribution
about twice that expected upon the basis of the
K„(1420) branching ratios, and, lastly, a uniform
background of about (20 + 10}%given by phase
space. They do not fit K m g' because of their low

statistics, but find the K'x n' fitted parameters
yield a good prediction for K'n'm'.

Instead of attempting to include other spin par-
ities in our Dalitz-plot fits, we have performed
fits to a density matrix corresponding to only S
wave 1' K~(890)v and p(765)K amplitudes, and have
obtained reasonable fits with this approximate
model. We also find interference effects are im-
portant. Using our parameters determined from
fits to reaction (2), we calculate the expected
number of K~(890)w and p(765)K events in K'v w'.
There is an excess of K'w m' events, which we
suggest may be due to an e(700)K contribution.
However, due to the possible effects of other spin
parities, which we have neglected, we consider
our e(700)K estimates as approximate.

Both BGO and we find that the p(765)K coupling
relative to the K~(890)w coupling decreases with
increasing Kww mass between 1.1 and 1.5 GeV.
This variation is additional support for Q substruc-
ture, though it could also be due to an interference
effect of a resonance with background.

C. Conclusions

In conclusion, the above results demonstrate the
complexity of the Q enhancement. A meaningful
resonant parametrization is difficult due to the
possible contributions of the spin-parity states 0,
D wave 1', 2, and 2' in addition to the dominant
S wave 1'. Similarly, attempts at determining the
relative amounts of K„(890)w and p(765)K are de-
pendent upon the assumed J states and the nature
of any background to the dominant K~(890)w and
p(765)K contributions. The observed ratio of
K m'w' to K'n x' of unity suggests the presence of
an e(700)K contribution in K'w v', but its precise
determination is even more difficult than that of the
relative amounts of Kv(890)w and p(765)K.
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